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1.0   PARTICIPATOTY  NEEDS ASSESMENT
1.1  Background  Information
This assesment was focus on  the needs for growth and development of  Enterprenuers at Kabegi village, they plays a great role in stimulating economic growth, creating employment, alleviating poverty, uplifting the standard of life, increase availability of the goods and services. Despite of contribution to growth of economy, most of them remain trapped in the informal sector where they operate micro and small enterprises, earning low incomes and sustaining poor quality jobs. Operating informally denies them access to markets as well as critical services, such as finance and training and confines them to a vicious cycle of low productivity-low income-low access to resources. 

The most serious impediment is the limited capacity of entrepreneurs to operate the businesses, in terms of the attitudes, motivation, exposure, skills and experiences. Retirees and retrenches are unprepared to use their skills and exposure to build successful SMEs, due to lack of relevant attitudes and skills. The National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty (MKUKUTA) also puts a lot of emphasis on SMEs development.  however, these efforts are yet to have an impact on a critical mass of Small Enterprises and enable them to grow and formalize, Olomi D(2004).

Participatory Need Assessment Approach  provide potential information concerning with the needs, strength and challenges  of  Entrepreneurs on study area  , the approach  enables community to come up with appropriate intervention as a result of leveling on needs. Therefore, this study aims at collecting information cocerning with the reseach problem and suggest ways to intervene.

 1.2  Community Profile
This community profile provides information on the study area, where the Community Needs Assessment was conducted. Kabegi  village is among of the community with  low income earning,  most people do not have the exactly monthly income. They work as entrepreneurs, fishers, farm and non-farm labourers , in family  businesses, and self-employed;  The life standard is hand to mouth living below one US dollar. Kabegi village community got skills on fishing, handcrafting, animal husbandry, hot culture, Food processing and storage and other skills. 

1.2.1 Geographical Location and Population
The village is located 20 km From Musoma town,  landscape of  Kabegi village is characterized by flat  plains, gentle and  broken  slopes by out cropping granites, altitudes is about 1100 to 1500 meter above the sea level, The village receives bimodal, short and  long rains and is characterized by sandy loam soils and black cotton. The rain is bimodal which ranges from 900 – 1200 mm per annum. Temperature is warm and ranges between 24 oC and 32 oC. 

According to population and census of 2012 village has 650 house hold and total population of 7532 where by female 3844 and male 3588.  The village comprise of Kwaya, Ruli, Jita, Jaluo, Sukuma, Kurya. The most dominant tribe in the village is Kwaya, who are the native of the area, for the case of the region, the area are dominated with Christians. 

1.2.3 Infrastructures 
The village has one road  connecting  Kabegi village and Nyasaungu, Kabegi village has 2 primary school, 1kinder garter school which help community to keep children and prepare before they start standard one. Faith Based Organizations at the village  are Roman Catholic (1) Tanzania Assembles of God (1) and Islamic (1). Kabegi ward has domestic markets for foods and vegetable. The village has 1 dispensary which is operating at ward level.

1.2.4 Economic Activities 
The main occupation of the people living in this village is fishing , livestock and farming these activities employ 97%  of resident at the village while 3% engaged formal and informal sector. Crops grown include cassava, sorghum, sweet potatoes, maize, beans, and paddy for food crops and cotton as cash crop.  Moreover, livestock rearing is practiced in small scale. Agriculture is the major economic activities which employ more than 60%.

1.2.5   Social Services
There is health problem in Kabegi village has its roots coursed by poverty and ignorance, and insufficient that results to contact of HIV and AIDS pandemic, malaria, typhoid and others. Kabegi village has 1 Government dispensary, enough water scheme sourced from Lake Victoria, good communications, well served by cellular phones owned by AIRTEL, TIGO, and VODACOM. Transport and transportation of product is not a problem hence the Kabegi village has constructed roads feeder which are passable throughout the year. Kabegi community is most likely to benefit by getting energy through having connection from the National Grid. Most of the residences have connected the electricity power.

1.2.6  Administration 
The host organization  is the Kabegi village Government ,the village Government  compose of 23 leaders (Village Chair person, Village Executive Officer who is the secretary of the village government ,7 village hamlet leader ,9 special sit and 5  extension officers ). The village council have enormous activities /duties  such as mobilization and sensitization of community to  participate into different development activities, formulate  and supervise  implementation of different plans and projects to be executed within the village, overseer of all activities undertaken by different CBOs and organization within the villages and compose by laws and monitoring its implementation.

1.2.7 Critical issues and Problems
The main critical issues in Kabegi Village are prevalence of income poverty to many households within the majority which affecting majority in difference ways, HIV/AIDS prevalence and Ignorance which has been threat to majority within the community. Currently another critical issues is the killing of woman and takes some parts of their bodies due to witchcraft believes which reduce participation of community particularly women in economics activities.
1.3 Community Need Assessment
A community Needs Assessment is a combination of information gathering, community engagement and focused action with the goal of community improvement. A Community Needs Assessment is also unique and specific to the needs within a community and is usually an extension of a community's strategic planning process. Community Needs Assessmentt was conducted at Kabegi village for the purpose of identifying Income Generation Activities undertaking by community, success, weakness (needs) and gaps in relation to resources and opportunities which can be effectively utilized by Community for  social and economic development.

1.3.1 Objective of Community Needs Assessment
Objective of CNA was identification of the real needs of the community and thereafter suggesting interventions to the critical problem of the community. This study aimed at gathering information with regards to causes and magnitude of the problem, contributing factors and community’s opinion, abilities and recommendations which equipped decision makers with practical information useful for decision making process.   
 
1.3.1.1 General  Objective.
The objective of CAN was collection of relevant information  concerning with  the Needs of Entrepreneurs  at Kabegi village and the result used to plan strategies and intervention  which will bring desirable change to the community. 

1.3.1.2   Specific Objectives
i.	To determine activities undertaken by Entrepreneurs’  Kabegi  Village
i.	To examine Challenge facing Entrepreneurs’ in business operation.
i.	To come up with suitable project to mitigate the challenge and constraints encountered by Entrepreneurs’ in business operations. 

1.3.2 Research Questions
The research questions in the questionnaire are set fulfill the envisaged target of reduction income poverty, which in turn will contribute to growth of economic and reduction of income and non-income poverty of people in question. The study questions in which the questionnaire was depicted were as follows:- 
i.	What are Income Generating Activities undertaking by Entrepreneurs’ at Kabegi Village ?
i.	What are challenges facing Entrepreneurs in business operation.?
ii.	What to be done to mitigate the challenge and constraints encountered by Entrepreneurs in business operation?

1.3.3 Research Methodology
 A scientific  and systematic search for pertinent information on a specific topic, Kothari 2004. These are ways used  in collecting required information  on the study, research methodology include research  design, sampling  design, sampling techniques, data collection methods and data analysis  and  interpretation techniques .
1.3.3.1 Research Design 
Under this study across sectional research design was used. This design allows data to be collected at one single point in time, It is used in descriptive research studies and is appropriate to social science research. The design is considered to save time and resources and is eventually used for determination of relationship between variables (Bailey, 1998).  Descriptive design used for collection and analyisis of  both qualitative and quantitative data,  data where collected  through  observational and recording  the respondents action and behaviors, altitude, abilities  in its natural environment , focus group discussion  with  Tumaini  Group members  and face to face interviewing  government officers and  questionnaire used for collecting information from entrepreneurs. 

1.3.3.1.1  Sampling Frame
The total number of people who are doing different Income Generation Activities was 99, (Source :  Kabegi  Entrepreneurs  census 2014) , sampling frame under this study 35 and 14 key informant which enabled researcher to get valid and reliable data.

1.3.3.1.2  Sampling Unit
Sampling unit under this study 49 respondents, which are 35 Entrepreneurs   and   10 Tumaini Group members , District Community Development Officer, Agriculture officer, Village Executive Officer and District Cooperative Officer 


Table 1  :  Distribution of Respondent











Due to the large of population it is impossible to be studied it’s entirely due to limitation of time, fund and size. Sampling frame done to make the references of all populations to be studied. The sample size was chosen using both probability and non probability sampling methods, to get potential respondents for the study.

1.3.3.2.1 Simple Random Sampling
Simple randomly sampling giving every member of population equal chance to be  included in the study .  35 Entrepreneurs’ were randomly sampled from the population of 99 people. The researcher used list of all Entrepreneurs’ at Kabegi village and randomly selected 5 respondents from  each hamlet, 7 hamlet of the village  give 35 respondents, selected respondents were dealing with different IGAs, the method enable  researcher to generalize information to the large population and make references.

1.3.3.2.2 Purposively Sampling
Non probability sampling were used  to  select  14 Key informant ( District Community Development Officers  ,Village Executive Officers and Cooperative Officer, Agriculture Officer, 10 Tumaini Group members), believing that they have reliable  information for the study  as the method can be used for the both qualitative and quantitative study. 
 
1.3.3.3 Data Collection Method
Data collection method based on primary and secondary sources, both qualitative and quantitative. Primary data collected on the first time through observation, interview and questionnaire, Focus Group Discussions while  secondary data these are data that have been already collected (Books, News Papers, Journals, Government Publications ) for this study data collected through the following ways:- 

1.3.3.3.1 Questionnaire
During the research study, structured questionnaire were used to collect data from SEs who has able to read and write but also who have time to fill the questionnaire.

1.2.3.3.2 Observation 
This method used by researcher to acquire information about  actual behaviors and know things by herself in a scientific manner. Structured observation  used to collect data from Entrepreneurs , the focus was on customer care, business recording keeping, production technology and opportunities available within the community.

1.3.3.3.3 Interview
Structure interviews were used  by  researcher for asking questions to some respondents  since the method  gives deep information about particular cases of interest to the researcher , the method enable the researcher to save time and to acquire reliable information concerning  the study from DCDO, AO, DCO and VEO,  attempts were made to audiotape record all interviews.

1.3.3.3.4 Focus group Discussion
Were used by the researcher to acquire information from Tumaini Group, the method enable the researcher to acquire deep, accurate and adequate information from respondents.

1.3.3.4 Data Analysis Methods.
The current study used both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Descriptive methods were used for data analysis. Data analysis involve editing, screening, computer data entry and verification, explanation, interpretation and drawing conclusion.

1.2.3.4.1 Quantitative Technique. 
Quantitative  analysis  is based on the measurements of some characteristics. It is applicable to phenomena that can be expressed in terms of quantity, this technique used to collect results into numerical  and  standardized data; analysis was conducted through the use of diagrams and statistics basing on meanings derived from numbers.  Quantitative data processing was carried out by Statistics Package for Social Science (SPSS) which helped the project to generate frequency tables and charts. 

1.3.3.4.2.Qualitative Technique.
Qualitative analysis includes searching for patterns of data or events or behaviour and making interpretation of meaning. After data collection from the respondent  finding were summarized in tabular and diagrammatic forms analyzed facts so as to bring out their salient features that is patterns and relations and presented  the data into statements and conclusions which ultimately answered research objectives. Focused on quality, basing on expression through words, it was used to collect results into non-standardized data. 

1.4    Community Needs Assessment Findings
The assessment was made based on data collected from questionnaire, Focus group discussion,  interview and observetion concerning with  the Needs of Entrepreneurs  at  Kabegi village and the result used to plan strategies and intervention  which will bring desirable change to the community, Researcher planned to collect from 49 respondents, but manage to obtained data from 44 people only due to delay of some respondent to return questionnaire on time. Finding presented below based on the research methods and types of data collected as well as data analysis’s method used.

1.4.1  Findings from Entrepreneurs
Finding which are discussed under the table below have based on the 29 respondent who are interviewed. Distribution of respondent in different component is as follows;-








Table 2:   shows  respondents of the study,  finding shows that number of male (51.7%) , is high  compared to number of female.






















According to Table 4, Education wise  15 respondents  are standard seven levels 51.7 % , 24.7%were  form four levels while 17.2   % are  account non formal education the 6.4% of respondent attained vocation and training institutes. The finding revealed that most of people undertaking business are standard seven leavers. Their level of education forced them to work into the informal sector.














According to Table 5, The majority of respondent are married this ensure the sustainability of the  project activity for they are likely to stay at the area for a considerable time .
1.4.1.2  Contribution of Enterprenuers  in Growth of income and Reduction of Poverty
1.3.1.2.1  Income Generating Activities 
Most of the respondent are engaged in fishing activities, followed by livestock keeping, horticulture production , bodaboda, mamalishe/baba lishe and  carpentry ,three  main economic activities in the community are fishing, Animal keeping and horticulture production.




1.3.1.3  Earning from Business Enterprises








The table 6 shows the monthly income of the respondents at these study areas, According to the finding 51%  of  the  respondent have  monthly income  of 1-1,000,000/=  .

1.4.1.3 Entrepreneurs’ s  Performance of on Operating Business 
Table 7   :   Knowledge and Skills Respondents
		Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Valid	Business management   	2	6.9	6.9	6.9
	Marketing 	3	10.3	10.3	17.2
	Entrepreneurship	4	13.8	13.8	31.0
	No  any business skill	20	69.0	69.0	100.0
	Total	29	100.0	100.0	
Finding revealed 69%  of  respondents have no any knowledge and skills on  business operation, 13.8% agreed to have knowledge and skill on entrepreneurships and 10.1% business management while 6.9%  of  respondent reported to have skill on business management. Entrepreneurs not always prepared to face changes in the business environment and to plan appropriate changes in technology. Lack of business knowledge and Skills affect their abilities of Entrepreneurs in operating business effectively  and  to acquire  adequate market for their product arising from the high competition from imported good, lack of information and diseconomies of scale.
1.4.1.3.2 Challenges facing Entrepreneurs’ on Business Operation 
Table 8   :   Major Challenges facing  Entrepreneurs’  on Business Operation
		Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Valid	Poor technology	5	17.2	17.2	17.2
	low level of education	5	17.2	17.2	34.5






According to the findings majority of respondent 27.6%  reported a problem of inadequate capital for  start up or in expanding, which make them difficulties to getting enough money for saving, family use and remain with surplus for business operations. Lack of capital affect the choice of business, size as well as technology which lead to application of inappropriate technology or produce product with low quality, other constraints are stiff low level of education, 17.2% lack of access of loan and poor technology 17.2% hence they have no any organization set up  to  seeking for marketing information/advertisement/ they face stiff competition  from the one with organization set up. 
1.4.1.3.3 Entrepreneurs’  Behavior on Saving and Borrowing












1.4.1.3.4 : Support from Government and  Non Government Institutions
Table 10  :   Types of  Support
		Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Valid	Financial	4	13.8	13.8	13.8






The Finding from the table  10:   revealed that it is only 13.8% who have received financial  support from the government or private institutions   10.3% material support , 6.9 capacity building, the majority 44.8%  of respondent have ever receive any kind of support from that source.  

Findings shows that most of people 41. % prefer  Establishment of Community Bank as the major solution to tackle the  challenges facing Entrepreneurs’ at Kabegi village , 17.2% of respondent  prefer  that acquiring financial Support and capacity building  training as potential intervention for development of business Enterprises,  while  13.8% propose that seeking loan from  financial institutions as a solution for the problem of inadequate capital for business start up and expansion .


Table 11  :   Major Solution to tackle the Challenges
		Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Valid	Others	3	10.3	10.3	10.3
	Establishment of community  banks	12	41.4	41.4	51.7
	Financial Support	5	17.2	17.2	69.0




1.4.2  Finding From Key Informant 
a) Finding from Government Officers 
According to the finding from the VEO, DCDO, DCO and AO revealed that there is a little  support (material/financial) from government/ institutions . Challenges of  Entrepreneurs including,  inadequate fund for business start up  and expanding ,poor technology,  lack conducive  working environment, change of weather condition, lack of education and training on business operation, management, entrepreneur skills, scarcity of raw material ,lack of material/financial support  from government/private Institutions, technological change and market information.

Interviewing the DCO,DCDO, AO and VEO  the  commented that in order for the community to alleviate the challenges encountered in their business operation .the ideas of establishment of Community Bank is the  best alternative for them to access fund,  once they will be able to increase their capital with low transaction cost, instead of  depending of government or donors fund. They recommend that  in order to promote sustainable business operation community has to collaborate with different development actors such as SIDO, SACCOS for financial, materials and capacity building trainings.
Government policies should be developed to encourage and promote the development of local technologies. Government by collaborating with other development actors should establish training programs on various skills and knowledge such as entrepreneur’s skills, tailoring, carpentry, food processing, batik making and other in order to increase employment opportunities. 
b) Focus Group Discussion findings 
Finding revealed that Tumaini group members have shortage of finance , marketing problems and inadequate knowledge, skills, abilities for business undertaking. This limit efficiently operation of poultry keeping and horticulture production,   Accessing of loans from financial intermediaries is difficult due to  high interest rate , procedures and condition associated with loan disbursement which is difficult for them . In MFIs borrower required to have collateral such as business license, house, land which most of them do not have.  Apart  from the group activities, members operating individual income generating activities such as fishing, tailoring, selling fried fish, farming, selling goats and cows, carpentry etc. Most of respondent’s capital range from 50,000 to 1,000,000/=.

Tumaini Group members facing a lot of difficulties on their daily activities and there is no support from government and other development agencies. They need more fund and capacity building trainings in order to invest more in their business operation (group or individuals).
c)	Finding reports from Observation
Finding shows that most of the  Entrepreneurs do not have enough knowledge on  business planning operation and management, 90% of  Entrepreneurs  do not have  tendance of business record keeping, which affect  growth of  their business,  they don’t record  expenditure and business income, using poor production technology, limited knowledge on customer care, marketing  and advertising .  Most of them operate their business in small scale due to shortage of fund and poor knowledge and skills on business operation and management, despite of opportunities available within the community such as lake, land, infrastructures, NGOs and extensions offices  fertility land and good climatic conditions.
Figure 1   :  Focus group discussion with Tumaini Group members  on their Horticulture Farm at Kabegi village

Source : Focus group discussion with Tumaini Group members  on their Horticulture Farm at Kabegi village .
1.5 Community Need Prioritization





Table 12   :    Pair wise Ranking 
Categories 	Loan from Financial Institutions	Establish community Bank	Finance support from  NGOs/GOs, relatives	Fundraising	Capacity Building training 	Point 	Rank
Loan from Financial Institutions		Establish community bank	Borrow from Bank	Fundraising	Capacity Building training	1	5
Establish community bank			Establish community bank	Establish community bank	Establish community bank	4	1







According to table 13: the respondents revealed that  establishment of  Community Based  and  Managed Saving and Credit Group System  of  is  best alternative to mitigating the finance problems, due to the Loans transaction cost, Interest cost, procedures and conditions also accessibility of services. Most of member shows willingness to Community Manage Saving and Credit Group System hence there is no need of loan collateral as traditional bank for this case group members guarantee each other, agree to set very minimum interest rate in order to enable members to  pay principle ,interest and remain with sum amount for family use and business operation. 
The project is technically simple enough for the beneficiaries’ community to implement for their own. The community insist the need to collaborate with NGOs, GOs and community leader for technical, material and financial support.

1.6 Chapter Conclusion













2.0   PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
2.1  Background of the Research Problem
Poverty is a complex term that embraces different aspects of deprivation, such as income, food consumption, security, health, education, right, dignity, voice and decent work. The MDGs agree upon by the international community and other development agencies in 2000 aim to promote economic growth and reduction of poverty (pro-poor growth) by the year 2015. To reach MDGs productivity needs to increase in all sectors which the poor earn their live hood as well as in the sectors that provide new opportunities for them to participate.

Different strategies are done by different development actors to accelerate economic growth and helping Enterprenuers to alleviate social, cultural and economic constraints which hinder their development and pulling out from poverty, despite of their contribution to the National Economy they have several needs and problems which pushing back their achievement. CNAs which is usefully tool in identification of the problems,  there after plan for the immediate intervention to tackle  the problems  and rescue the prevailing situations, have been done to access challenges  impediment and hind race  development of Enterprenuers at Kabegi village.

Findings from CNA revealed that Enterprenuers s at Kabegi villages are still trapped into Income and Non-income poverty ,which prohibit them from living decent life, such as  poor production, low income, little education on business operation and management, lack of capital, poor technology as well as lack of market for the product. Study revealed many under exploited opportunities within the community which could generate income and jobs for the poor who current engaged in the informal economy , such as availability of  markets for the product,  good infrastructures, availability and accessibility of suitable land for different agriculture production, availability of lake and sectors experts.
 
CNA findings come up different strategies to alleviate the prevailing situation after done pair wise ranking, SEs at Kabegi  decide to establish Community Managed Saving and Credit Association (Institutions that provide individuals not only financial services but also creating awareness of different social problem and equip members on different knowledge and skills).Through the project group members set a sum of money as saving and date to meet and collect their saving, saving are given out as a loan to a member in need with a given amount of interest rate and repayment time. 

2.2 Problem Statement
SEs  has great contribution to employment creation, income generation and economic growth, although they face  a lot of challenges in business operation,  such as  shortage of finance for business operation, little access to credit, little knowledge of the business in term of skill altitude ,motivation, exposure, skills and experience. SEs to acess loan  from traditional bank `is difficult, required to have collateral such as land, business licenses, house which most of these people operate informally and have no such collateral.
Different strategies have been done by different development actor to promote SEs, example provision of loans, grants , other support  for  uplifting their income and  standard of life  but did not solve the problem. The current study come up with the detailed which will unveil the opportunities for the viable and reliable economic activity  with the focus of contributing   sustainable economic development, though this project the entrepreneurs will be able to raise their capital and increase knowledge of the business undertaking and improving competitiveness. 

2.3 Project Description
The project title is Tumaini VICCOBA Group ,located at Kabegi village. Kabegi village is the one of 68 village at Musoma District Council. The village lacated 20 km from Musoma District Council, the village is legally established has the total population of  7532.

2.3.1  Targeted Community
The project executed by Small Entrepreneurs at Kabegi villages ,the project made up with 30 members ( 15 female and 15 male) under the  this study, the community bank voluntary formed by SEs at Kabegi village. Though awareness creation meeting (public and group) for the purpose of bring social economic improvement to the community.  Group members decided themselves who is to join them in the five units groups (collateral/pressure groups) and which unit group should join each other to make a VICOBA group of 25-30 members.

Group members decide themselves the rules and regulations which  guide them, select their own leaders; they decide their own share values and social protection contribution values and decide themselves when and where to meet for their weekly bank operation (members surrender their saving ,loan disbusment and repayment of loan as well  as community fund, apart from  collection of Saving , loan repayment and disbursement, members get opportunities to exchanges views, information and skills and training sessions. 

Tumaini VICCOBA Group commands all bank operations on their own, contribute their shares and social protection amounts on weekly basis. Tumaini VICCOBA group work closely with  District  VICCOBA Coordinator at ,Commnunity Development Officer and GROW Project, Kabegi Village Council ,MCED student, SIDO and other intersest stakeholder for moral support, capacity building training , financial and materal suporty.

2.3.2 Stakeholders






Table 13   :    Project Stakeholders.
Stakeholder	Roles of Stakeholder	Expectation
SEs at Kabegi Village	- Establishment of VICCOBA- Collect saving,shares and   Community health  Fund.- Loan disbusment and collection.	- Self help spirit promoted.- Accessing capital at low interest rate.-Improving skills and knowledge on business  operation and managment.
Kabegi Village Council	Community mobilizer and general oversee the group activities.	- Facilitate security and harmonies peace, - Providing venue for group meeting, training and other legally project activities.
District VICCOBA Coordinator	Providing Knowledge, skills and technical assistance on project undertaking.	-Smooth project operation.-Linking the group with other support servicesfrom the government and other development actors.
DCDO	Information Sharing ,technical, material and Financil Support	Promote and sustain community based saving     and credit scheme and enhancing life skills and entrepreneurship training for SEs.
Mkombozi VICCOBA	Role model Organization(Community mobilize)	Increasing moral, motivation and commitment to SEs at Kabegi on project undertaking.
MCED Student 	Stakeholders coordinator, material and technical support .	Bridge between the community and other stakeholders ,Link SEs and technological suppliers
SIDO	Technology transfer and commercialization- Material and financial support	- Capacity building on entrepreneurship skills  - Material and financial assistance from SIDO-Technology transfer and product development





The  purpose of this project is to increase economic status of the SEs at Kabegi village, through saving and borrowing association. The project aim to attain cluster1, MKUKUTA II ‘growth and reduction of income poverty’.  The project will focus on fostering participants ability to  manage viable income generating activities through local saving , borrowing and entrepreneurs training among other, the project will increase access of finance at a small cost, increase knowledge and skills for starting and operating business enterprises effectively. Establishment of community based saving and borrowing association will help to solve challenges encountered by SEs on business operation such as lack of working capital, equipment,  technical knowhow or necessary skills on business undertaking.

2.3.4 Project Objectives
2.3.4.1  General Objective
Reduction of Income and Non Income Poverty though Community Borrowing and Saving Association to 30  SEs at Kabegi  village by Dec  2017.

2.3.4.2  Specific Objectives
1.	To increase access of capital to 30 SEs at Kabegi Village for startup and business operation by June 2015.
2.	To equip the 30  SEs at Kabegi village with knowledge and skills on business plan, operation and management by  june  2015.
3.	To enable 30 SEs  at Kabegi to design product/ services and increase production quality  by June 2015.
4.	To enable 30  SEs at Kabegi village to access potential market , technology advancement and manage their IGAs profitability by June  2015.

2.4   Host Organization Profile
The organization is register under the Community Development Office Oct 2014, as Non-profit organization, is a Community Based Organization lead by committee of 5 members. The project composed of 30 members. The project is flexible and not complicated as they are established and managed by the people themselves. 

2.4.1 Vision of the Organization
A model Organization in reduction of  Income and Non Income poverty by facilitating SEs to increase working capital , skills, knowledge, motivation  and attitudes.

2.4.2 Mission of the Organization
To improve performance of enterprises  through  increasing  access of capital , product quality , market and its ability to complete.

2.4.3 Organization Activities
1.	To support each other incase a members face a social problem such as death, diseases and  disaster
1.	To mobilize saving culture , micro insurance , selling  shares to the group members
2.	Collection of saving, micro insurances and loan disbursement
3.	Loan monitoring and collection.
4.	Financial transaction record keeping.
2.4.4  Organization Structure
The project will be administered by group members and lead democratically by 5 elected leadership from the group members. The organization structure composed of 1 Chair person, 1 Secretary, 1 Accountants  and 2 key keepers.

2.4.5  SWOC Analysis




Table 14   :    SWOC of Tumaini VICCOBA Group 
Strength	Weakness	Opportunities	Challenges 
-Availability of clear constitutions.-Willingness of SEs to establish saving and credit scheme.	Poor education, knowledge and skills among members.  	Availability of technical experts.	Political interferences
-Willingness of SEs to operate and manage Community Bank	Shortage of fund for group operation and management	Presence of  Development  partner who are willing to support the organization	Lack of reliable source of fund.
-Existence of good leadership, peace and security	No office for group activities	Willingness of Village Council to provide venue for organization activities 	Poor Infrastructures
-Availability of financial resource	Lack of confidence and gender stereotypes among members.HIV/AIDS prevalence	Availability of low, policies, regulations and directives.	Existence of tradition and culture that oppress and exploit women and rigidity of community to accept changes.




2.4.5  My Role in Tumaini VICCOBA Group
To facilitate establishment of  Community Manages Saving and Borrowing Association  to SMES at Kabegi village,  so as to enable them to  improve knowledge and skill, abilities ,reduction of dependence to the government and other donor , reductions of crimes event, gender violation, HIV/AIDs and promote heath, social and economic activities. 
-	To advice the organization on supervision   and management of  the project.
-	To educate the organization on  gender violation and their consequences in social economic activities.
-	To equip the organization with knowledge on business planning, management and operation.
-	To coordinate the organization with other stakeholders.

2.4.6  Roles of   Tumaini VICCOBA Group
-	To encourage saving, micro insurance and granting loan 
-	To conduct follow up and monitoring on loan repayment.
-	To sensitize community  to engaged in social economic activities and change hazard behaviors which lead to STDs spread.
-	To conduct client screening in order to acquire  potential borrower and  avoid defaulters.
-	To collaborate with other development stakeholder for information sharing, market, technical assistance ,  product development , subsides and capacity building.




















3.0   LITERATURE REVIEWS
3.1  Introduction	
Under this chapters different publication, books and paper related on to poverty, SMEs, microfinance ,Village Community Bank, Entrepreneurs developments and their strategies on poverty reduction has been  reviewed, however polices on SMEs in Tanzania and other related policies also reviewed  to examine different strategies and efforts planned or done by government and other development actor to enhance growth and promoting SMEs contribution in economic growth and poverty alleviation.

3.2 Theoretical review
3.2.1 Definitions of Terms
3.2.1.1  Entrepreneurships
Is a process of creating something new with a value by devoting necessary time and effort, assuming the accompanying financial, psychic and social risks and receiving the resulting reward of monetary and personal satisfaction and independence   (Rajesh, 2010).

3.2.1.2  Microfinance
Defines as development tool that grant or provide  financial services and product such as very small loans , saving, micro – leasing , micro insurance and money transfer to assist the very exceptionally poor in expanding or developing business (Robinson 1998).These  institutions are those that provide saving and credit services for Small and Medium  size Enterprises, they mobilize rural saving and have simple and straight forward procedures that originated  from local culture and are easily understood by the population (germidies et el .,1991).

3.2.1.3 Business Development Services.
Business Development Services (BDS) are  services that improve the performance of the enterprise, to access to markets and its ability to compete. Business Development Service includes an array of business services [such as training, consultancy, marketing, information, technology development and transfer, business linkage promotion, (Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise Development, 2001).

3.2.2   Theoretical  Reviews
Scholars have developed theories concerning With Enterprenuershion , have their roots in economic,psychology , sociology and managmentEconomic Enterprenuership theories.

3.2.2.1  Psychological Entrepreneurship Theories 
 These theories emphasize personal characteristics that define entrepreneurship. 
a)	Locus of Control
 Rotter (1966) refers to Locus of Control as an individual’s perception about the underlying main causes of events in his/her life. In this context the entrepreneur’s success comes from his/her own abilities and also support from outside.The former is referred to as internal locus of control and the latter is referred to as external locus of control. While individuals with an internal locus of control believe that they are able to control life events,individuals with an external locus of control believe that life's events are the result of external factors, such as chance, luck or fate.
b)	Need for Achievement theory
Need for achievementtheory by McClelland (1961) explained that human beings have a need to succeed, accomplish, excel or achieve. Entrepreneurs are driven by this need to achieve and excel. There is evidence for the relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurship (Johnson, 1990). Risk taking and innovativeness, need for achievement, and tolerance for ambiguity had positive and significant influence on entrepreneurial inclination Mohar, Singh and Kishore (2007).Individuals specific needs are acquired over time  and are shaped by ones life experiences , person motivation and effectiveness in a certain job function are influenced by achievement , authority and affliation. According to him people with high needs of achievement seek to excell and thus  tend to avoid  risk project, achivers see the outcome as one of the chance rather than  one is efforty , McClelland (1971.

Shaver & Scott (1991, 31) Murray (1938) saw a need as a force “in the brain region” and the specific need for achievement was defined as:“To accomplish something difficult. To master, manipulate, or organize physical objects, human beings, or ideas. To do this as rapidly, and as independently as possible. To overcome obstacles and attain a high standard. To excel one’s self. To rival and surpass others. To increase self-regard by the successful exercise of talent”.

3.2.3.2  Sociological Entrepreneurship Theory
The theory focuses on the social context .In other words, in the sociological theories the level of analysis is traditionally the society (Landstrom, 1998).Reynolds (1991) has identified four social contexts that relates to entrepreneurial opportunity. The first one is social networks. Here, the focus is on building social relationships and bonds that promote trust and not opportunism. In other words, the entrepreneur should not take undue advantage of people to be successful;rather success comes as a result of keeping faith with the people.

The second he called the life course stage context which involves analyzing the life situations and characteristic of individuals who have decided to become entrepreneurs. The experiences of people could influence their thought and action so they want to do something meaningful with their lives. The third context is ethnic identification. One’s sociological background is one of the decisive “push” factors to become an entrepreneur. The fourth social context is called population ecology. The idea is that environmental factors play an important role in the survival of businesses. The political system,government legislation, customers, employees and competition are some of the environmental factors that may have an impact on survival of new venture or the success of the entrepreneur.

3.2.3.3  Opportunity–Based Entrepreneurship Theory
The opportunity-based theory is anchored by names such as Peter Drucker and Howard Stevenson. Anopportunity-based approach provides a wide-ranging conceptual framework for entrepreneurship research(Fiet, 2002; Shane, 2000). Entrepreneurs do not cause change (as claimed by the Schumpeterian or Austrian school) but exploit the opportunities that change (in technology, consumer preferences etc.) creates (Drucker, 1985). He further says, “This defines entrepreneur and entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur always searches for change,responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity”. 
3.3.3.4  Resource- Based Entrepreneurship Theories
The Resource-based theory of entrepreneurship argues that access to resources by founders is an important predictor of opportunity based entrepreneurship and new venture growth (Alvarez & Busenitz, 2001).This theory stresses the importance of financial, social and human resources (Aldrich, 1999). Thus, access to resources enhances the individual’s ability to detect and act upon discovered opportunities (Davidson & Honing, 2003). Financial, social and human capital represents three classes of theories under the resource –based entrepreneurship theories.

a)	Social Capital or Social Network Theory
Entrepreneurs are embedded in a larger social network structure that constitutes a significant proportion of their opportunity structure (Clausen, 2006). Shane and Eckhardt (2003) says “an individual may have the ability to recognize that a given entrepreneurial opportunity exist, but might lack the social connections to transform the opportunity into a business start up. It is thought that access to a larger social network might help overcome this problem” (pp.333).

     b)  Human Capital Entrepreneurship Theory
Underlying the human capital entrepreneurship theory are two factors, education and experience (Becker,1975). The knowledge gained from education and experience represents a resource that is heterogeneously distributed across individuals and in effect central to understanding differences in opportunity identification and exploitation (Anderson & Miller, 2003, Chandler & Hanks, 1998, Gartner et al, 2005, Shane&Venkataraman, 2000).
3.2.3.5   Economic Entrepreneurship Theories
These are theorioes exprole the economic factors that enhance enterprenuerial behaviours.
 
a)	Neo clasical theory
The assumption of theory is that saving and investment is based individual determinants behavioral of opportunities and individual preferences. The theory explains that there factors that accelerates savings including level of income earned and the age factor. This means that people with high income are likely to save than those with low income and people at middle age are likely to save than young people. Modigliani, (1998) conclude that deference in consumption and savings are partly the product of age differences. 

b)	Clasical Theory 
The classical movement described the directing role of the entrepreneur in thecontext of production and distribution of goods in a competitive marketplace (Say, 1803). Classical theorists articulated three modes of production: land; capital; and labour. 

3.3  Empirical Review
3.3.1  Factor Contributing Entrepreneurship Growth and Development.
Joseph Schumpeter (1947) prescribes an entrepreneur as innovator who brings economic development through new combinations of factors of production. He defined the entrepreneur simply as someone who acts as an agent of change by bringing into existence a ‘new combination of the means of production’. New combinations include process, product and organizational innovations. The means of production includes capital, equipment, premises, raw materials, labour and, in recent times, information. Currently.

In order for SMEs to thrive and perform to their full potential, various factors have to operate in harmony. Entrepreneurship capital, entrepreneurial knowledge and capacity factors promote entrepreneurial performance. Entrepreneurial knowledge and capacity factors such as the resource configuration for the enterprise, government policy, human capital, business structure, processes, core competencies can determine whether the business can perform or not in a competitive business environment.

3.3.2  Contribution of Entrepreneurs in Economic Growth and Development 
Todaro and Smith, (2010) portrayed that, the major roles played by an entrepreneur in the economic growth and developments are discussed in a systematic and orderly manner. Entrepreneurs promote capital formation by mobilizing the idle savings of public. They employ their own as well as borrowed resources for setting up their enterprises. Such type of entrepreneurial activities leads to value addition and creation of wealth, which is very essential for the industrial and economic development of the country.SMS are being  increasingly recognized in assential driving force for economic growh i n develpoment countries. SMEs  are frexiblle to respond quickly to market change and opportunities to  develop specialized  product niches and absorb rapid techinological innovations provided they get the right guidance , training, are made them aware of policies and greater access to financil dervices

Entrepreneurs provide immediate large-scale employment to the unemployed which is a chronic problem of underdeveloped nations. With the setting up of more and more units by entrepreneurs, both on small and large-scale numerous job opportunities are created for others. As time passes, these enterprises grow, providing direct and indirect employment opportunities to many more. In this way, entrepreneurs play an effective role in reducing the problem of unemployment in the country which in turn clears the path towards economic development of the nation.

Recently Small  and Medium enterprises play  a crucial role in the Tanzanian economy, it  is  estimated that about third of the GDP originated from this sector. they are labor intensity in nature and have been established using saving or grants from family or friend Enterprenuers create employment opportunities at relatively investment per job utilities and add value to local resources, foster equitable income distribution and are better positioned to meet local needs in small market the technology used are easy to acquire, transfer and adopt, even for the people with little education and training.

3.3.3 Challenges Hindering  Development of SMEs
According  to Olomi D. (2004) Most of Enterprernuers particularly in rural area owning few assets, they are poor, have little access to credit, majority of them depends on agriculture as a major means of production, have inadequate knowledge and skill on improved agriculture production, are either own no land or own land not worth owning, as a result they caught in trap between marginal income and little income chance  to obtain fund from finance institutions as credit for improvement. Micro and small enterprises operate from temporary, illegal sites or premises because there are not adequate appropriately serviced areas where they can locate and operate from.
Nagdee (2002) outlined some challenges that hinder the empowerment of rural enterprenuership  particulary women . This includes lack of access to resources, lacked access to formal and non-formal education in many parts of the world, through religious, political, social and economic factors, were still excluded from important decision making roles and rural women often did not have access to land, which was not only an economic and productive resource, but also a source of status and recognition.

3.3.4 Strategies for  Promotion of SMEs Development 
Promotion of microenterprises requires financial capital as one of the critical resources. Poor are the most disadvantaged in terms of access to credit through formal sources. Both, market and government failed to provide access to credit to the poor. Lack of access to the credit has always been a major hindrance in promoting microenterprises. According to Singh (2002), “In India, the need for microfinance is higher as the demand for credit to start micro-enterprises by the poor people could not be met by the institutional initiatives of rural finance up to large scale. Due to the failure of percolation theory of social development, poor people are highly dependent on non institutional sources of credit. 

During the mid of 1990s the provision of financial services dealings with very small deposit and loans particulary microcredit have been increasingly acclaimed as effective means of poverty reduction. Access to finance is always mentioned by potential and existing SME operators as the most serious barrier to business start-up or growth. This is because the formal financial sector is yet involve functional models which enable them to provide services, especially to the growth oriented section of the micro and small enterprise sector. 
Tanzania has several ongoing reform schemes aimed at strengthening  SMEs services providers such as SIDO, VETA, NMB, SLEP and other support organization, these are intervention do provide support unities for growth of SMEs sector. In 2006 Community Bank established  in Tanzania to tackle the problem of shortage of capital to SMEs, Olomi 2002.

3.3.5 VICCOBA  and  Enterprenuars Development 
Community Bank is a banking system used , monitored and   managed by small communi.The adoption of village community banks (VICOBA), best known as “Mata. Masu Dubara (MMD) model” is based on its suitability and effectiveness in catalyzing developmental initiatives through efficient operation of savings & credit services together with appropriate income generating activities. The loans given by VICOBA are normally soft and affordable to the poor and are utilized to support IGAs that are carefully selected based on the market opportunities, appropriate technology and locally available resources (MoFEA/PED 2009).

3.3.5.1   Importance of Community Managed Saving and Credit Association to SEs
Credit and Managed Saving and Credit institutional intervention greatly enhance economic strength and eventually breaks the vicious cycle of low income-low savings-low investments, for which most Africans and Tanzanians are acknowledged . According to URT Savings , maintain consumption, particularly during periods when income flows are low, such as during the off-season before crops are harvested, and to make investments, such as housing improvements. VICOBA operations increase the all-year-round production and trading potential, as non-farm activities are at peak during the agricultural lean period.

3.3.5.1   Skills  Development
VICCOBA structured in such a way that poor people are organized in groups and trained in various skills specially those at rural areas as to build up their capacity to fight against poverty. VICCOBA holds a strong belief that even poor people have skills, land, abilities which when unleashed and utilized effectively can help them to attain and improve their economic development and social welfare.”.

3.3.5.2 Accessibility and Ownership
Community Bank can be established and own and  by people and bringing financial services,  this increases entrepreneurial morale to Enterprenuers. In MFIs the service ownership and management remain in the hands of the micro-finance institutions and the clients just remain to be recipients of the financial services.

3.3.5.3 The use of Collateral Substitutes.
Majority of Enterprenuers do not have the formal collaterals required by the banks, instead of this collateral substitutes like group guarantee, deposited savings and un surveyed houses are accepted as collateral substitutes for members to access loans. The screening of good clients is done by the members themselves as they become responsible in case of  default; this reduces the screening cost which is avoided by the formal banks and risk of losing money through default.

3.3.5.4  Interest Rate
The pricing of interest rate for the loans is not very high (5-10%) as it is determined by the member themselves and therefore it is fairly done considering the sustainability of their cooperative, the conventional micro-finance institutions are commercially oriented charging high interest rates (17-25%) for the poor to afford. 

3.3.5.5  Managerial Capacity Building
Community Bank  are targeted to serve the poor, this is done through organizing groups, train them on the necessary requirements for them to access the loans and the way the loans are to be spent, While MFIs does not provide managerial capacity building is given to the group members rendering them solely development on support from the micro-finance institutions. 

3.4   Policy Review
3.4.1 SMEs Development Policy (2003-2013)
The SME Development Policy has been designed to revitalise the sector to enable  to contribute attainment of National Development Vision2025. Furthermore, it aims at creating a mechanism to put in place an effective institutional framework for its implementation, coordination,monitoringand evaluation. The vision of SMEs  policy of 2003-2013 is to have vibrant and dynamic SMEs sector that ensure effective utilization of available resources to attain accelerated and sustainable growth by stimulate development and growth of SMEs activities.

Through improved infrastructures, enhance services provision and creation of conducive legal institutional frame work so as to achieve competiveness. Overall objectives of this policy is to foster job creation and income generation through promotion of new SMEs  and improving performance and competitiveness and existing ones to increase their participation and contribution to the economy. The policy aim to address constraints and challenges of entrepreneurs such as lack adequate finance and technical and managerial skills , infrastructure,  market information ,contacts with external markets also  unfriendly and variable administrative impediments to business licensing.

The Policy envisaged on strengthening institutions which will address these constraints and maximize exploitation of the opportunities, through education, training and other programmers value and attitudes that are conducive to development of entrepreneurships, increasing access of credit and facilitate technology advanced and transfer.

3.4.2 Other Related Policies
The government has continue to design, plan ,prepare and implement  number of policies, programmers and project to support development of Small and Medium Entrepreneurs.

3.4.2.1  The National Development Vision of 2025
Envisages alleviation of poverty for all Tanzanian by 2025 and develop various growth strategies that reduce poverty for the purpose of achieving quality and good life for all and building a strong and resilient economy that can effectively withstand global competition. In National Strategies for Growth and Reduction of Poverty (MKUKUTA).The government has committed itself to promote private sector participation including SMEs.

3.4.2.2   Small Industry Policy 2000
Develop various strategies for the purpose of attaining MKUKUTA cluster 11 ,which orient toward  promoting  human development  and creation of employment opportunities ,economic transformation for achieving sustainable economic growth, external payment, environment  sustainability and equitable development also promotion of small scale industries  and informal sector activities organized in all industrial braches which offer broad based entrepreneurial development potential employment and income generating opportunity. 

In implementing the policy  the government deliberately  undertake measures to promoting indigenous entrepreneurial base through orientating the education policy and strategy to emphasize technical education including strengthening of vocational training  institutions and entrepreneurships development. In recognition  of the low level of competence of local entrepreneurs ,private foreign direct investment will be attracted to invest in the sector by making enabling environment sufficiently competitive , consistent and predictable (SIDP 1996-2020).

3.4.2.3   National Microfinance Policy (2000)
The National Micro Finance Policy (2000) covers the provision of financial services to small and Micro Enterprises in rural areas as well as in the urban sector that are engaged in all types of legal economic activities while the Agricultural and Livestock Policy is aimed at the development of Agricultural and livestock activities that are performed by both small farmers and livestockkeepers. Priority is given to resources-based enterprises particularly activities that add value to agricultural products.
3.4.2.4  National Employment Policy (2008)
The National Employment  Policy  recognises that  private sector including SMEs is the major source of employment in Tanzania and outlines policies statmens that contribute to the creation of an enabling environment for private sector development. Other policies with a bearing on the development of the SME sector include: National TradePolicy, Gender and Women Development Policy,Cooperative Development Policy and the Rural Development Strategy. Central to all these policies, is a creation of an enabling environment, building of a robust private sector and articulation of strategies that will create a sustainable growth. A number of institutions, both public and private were established to implement and coordinate various programmes arising from these policies.

3.4.2.5   Research gap
Finding from literature review , revealed that Different strategies and efforts planned or done by government and other development actor to enhance growth and promoting SEs contribution in economic growth and poverty alleviation but SMEs Still have shortage of finance for business operation, little access to credit, little knowledge of the business in term of skill altitude ,motivation, exposure, skills and experience.  Accessin loan to acess loan  from traditional bank `is difficult, required to have collateral such as land, business licenses, house which most of these people operate informally and have no such collateral.

Financial institutions developed in such a way that they offer the same product with unfavourable loan conditions, cost structure limits their ability and competitiveness such that they cannot afford qualified members and the specialized equipment necessary to a high standard of service, that they have difficulties in gaining the access to credit and that they are restricted in their advertising techniques.

3.5   Literature Review Summary.
Different study shows potentiality of Small and Medium Enterprises on reduction of Income and Non income poverty to the economy development and employment creation. SMEs are labor intensity in nature and have been established using saving or grants from family or friends, create employment opportunities at relatively investment per job utilities and add value to local resources, foster equitable income distribution and are better positioned to meet local needs in small market the technology used are easy to acquire, transfer and adopt, even for the people with little education and training.






4.0  PROJECT IMPLIMENTATION
4.1 Introduction	
This chapter contain information’s on how the project was planned, action taken at each step of project implementation. It analyses products and output from the project, activities undertaken to meet the objective, resources required, responsible personnel and time frame to accomplish the project. It also analyses tentative budget for purchase of tools/equipment and other running expenses. However it shows commitments of various stakeholders as they showed great interest to support the project implementation.This chapter detail the project implementation, it outline activities carried out and those which still going on in order to achieve  project goal. 

4.2 Product  and Output
4.2.1  Product
The project  offers training , loan, micro- insurance, shares and saving services to its client.  Project equiped members  with necessary skills needed to operate business enterprises, to conduct innovative activity to increase self-control, self-confidence to overcome the challenges and risks, opportunities seeking ,motivate progress, strengthening entrepreneurial mind set and foster a desire to achieve and inspire action and wide participation on  economic, social and health benefit, project provide loan at low cost for business expansion  and other consumption, also increase the group earning through interest charged on loan . Micro insurance enable the group member to meet , medical expenses  and to overcome other social problem like funeral expenses and  ceremonies.
4.2.2  Output
Is the specific project  result and tangible product (goods and services) produced by undertaking a series of tasks or activities. Different  action or  intervention taken  to convert project inputs into outputs, such as  trainings, human resource, time, finance and material resources. The expected output of the  project is to have trained personnel on enterprenuership skills, business planning operation and management and BDS, mobilizing saving, collection of shares and micro- insurance and  disbursement of loan . Project output expected to be reached from the first year of operation on ward, to attained desirable output different activities implemented to increase access of capital, business performance and standard of life.

4.3 Project Planning.
Project planning matrix of Tumaini VICCOBA Group , Shows organization activities and end product performed and describes how the activities accomplished. The purpose of project planning is to define each major task, estimate time, resources required and  provide the framework for the management review and control. 

4.3.1 Project Implementation Plan




Table 15  :   Project Implementation Planning
Purpose	 Planned Activities	Output	Project Implimentation  Months	Resource needed	Responsible person
			J	J	0	S	0	N	D	J	F	M		
To Seek financial and non financial supporty from  potential Stakeholder on project implimentation	Identification of potential stakeholders of the project	10 project stakeholder were identified, 1 Stakeholder meeting conducted  Commitment of 4 stakeholder on implementation (fund,material support											StationeryVenue.TransportHuman resourceRefresment 	CED student, SIDO GROWTHEnterprenuers VICCOBA Cord 
	To conduct 1 stakeholder meeting  to seek their commitment.													
To sensitize community on formation of saving and credit Association	Conducting 2 Sensitization  meeting  on importance and establishment of Community Bank	2 sensitization  meeting  conducted30 People establish Saving and credit Association. 											StationeryVenue.TransportHuman resourceRefresnment	CED student, SIDO GROWTHEnterprenuers VICCOBA Cord
To equip the 30  SMEs at Kabegi village with Capacity bulding training on operation  and  management of Community Bank 	Preparation enterprenuership skill training mannual Preparation of training logistic, venue, hand out and timetableCapacity bulding training on operation and  management of Community Bank 	Enterprenuership skill training manual were prepared (see annex 5) Hand out and other training material were prepared  for  35 people 35 people  trained on operation and managment of community bank.											StationeryVenue.TransportHuman resourceRefreshment.	CED student, SIDO GROWTHEnterprenuers VICCOBA Cord
To  enable SEs to increase access to loan, technolgical advance , market and manage their IGAs proffitability.	- Capacity bulding training on Enterprenuers  and business Development services.-Operation of Community Bank	35 people trainned on Enterprenuers  and business Development servicesGroup successed to collect 8,000,000/= Tshs Loan disbursment 6,050,000 											Human resourcesStationaryTranportVenueRrefreshment 	CED student, SIDO GROWTHEnterprenuers VICCOBA Cord
	Develop method for the project  implementation  ad monitoring of progress	 Loan collection sheet and monitoring sheet were prepared											StationeryVenueCredit kitHuman resources	CED student, SIDO GROWTHEnterprenuers VICCOBA Cord
	.Loan disbursment and repayment 	6,050,000/= loan disbursed for  20 members											StationeryCredit kitHuman resourcesVenueCash books	CED student, SIDO GROWTHEnterprenuers VICCOBA Cord
	To conduct weekly loan collection and follow up	 40 Weekly meeting were conducted											StationeryVenueCredit kitHuman resources	CED student, SIDO GROWTHEnterprenuers VICCOBA Cord
		IGAs  of 10 SMEs promoted.												
To enhance internal and external accountability of the resources used and the result obtained 	Project monitoring management of Community Bank ad Enterprenuers  and business Development services 	16  Field visit, Monitoring were conducted by Project stakeholder to identify challenges , performance and plan way forwad 											StationeryVenue.TransportHuman resource	





4.3.2 Project Logical Framework Tumaini VICCOBA Group







Table 16   :   Tumaini VICCOBA GROUP - Logical framework
Project Discription 	Objectively Verifiable Indicator	Means Of Verification 	Assumption 
Project Objectives	Reduction of Income and Non Income Poverty though Community Borrowing and Saving Association to 30  SEs at Kabegi village by Dec  2017	Propotional of SEs  improved standard of life.	Household  income.Reports v/s baseline.Physical observation.	SEs utilizes opportunities and resources in a sustainable mannerProject Sustainability.
ProjectGoals 	SEs at Kabegi village increased access of loan, knowledge and skills on business plan, operation and  management by June 2015SEs  at Kabegi village able to design product/ services and production quality increase  by Dec 2015SEs access potential market , technology advancement and manage their IGAs profitability by Dec 2016	- Number of SEs accesing Loan.- House hold income and well being of community.-  Number  of SEs increase skill, knowledge on business operation. - Number of SEs access potential market.	Feasibility studyReportsPhotosBaseline survey	Finance  and material resource property managed.Technological advancedEmployment opportunities promotedInformal sector developmentImproved business environment
Project Output	Establishiment and operation of Community Bank,collection of saving, microcredit and shares.Strengthened of Entrepreneurs mind set (improved skills, abilities and business knowledge)SMEs having access to credit at low cost.Develop methods for project implimentation  and monitoring of progress.Collection of saving, microcredit and shares.Timely loan disbursement of loan   repayment 	No of cell group  established.No of People registered No of trainings conductedAmount of saving collected and disbursmentNo of people receive  and repayed loan.Total group saving No IGAs promoted.	Bi annual and annual reporty.Financial Reports.Training Reports.PhotosMinutesActivity reporty.	Timely loan repaymentSaving Cultural developed among membersSelf spirit promotedSelf help promoted among members.Availability of expeMinutesrtiseEfficiently operation of community bank.Love and cooperation among others.Improved technical  and managerial skills 




Figure 2   :  Tumaini VICCOBA members surender their premium   to Organization Commitee during loan repayment day.

4.3.2 Input 




Table 17   :   Project  Input
Objectives	Activities	Input	Input Cost
To Seek financial and non financial supporty from  potential Stakeholder on project implimentation	Identification of potential stakeholders of the projectTo conduct 1 stakeholder meeting  to seek their commitment.	StationeriesFuelRefreshment CommunicationFacilitators	349,500/=
To sensitize community on formation of saving and credit Association	Conducting 2 Sensitization  meeting  on importance and establishment of Community Bank	StationeriesFacilitatorsTransport (fuel)Refreshment	200,000/=
To equip the 30  SMEs at Kabegi village with Capacity bulding training on operation  and  management of Community Bank	Preparation enterprenuership skill training mannual Preparation of training logistic, venue, hand out and timetableCapacity bulding training on operation and  management of Community Bank	StationeriesFacilitatorsTransport (fuel)Refreshment	1,204,500/=
To  enable SEs to increase access to loan, technolgical advance , market and manage their IGAs proffitability	- Capacity bulding training on Enterprenuers  and business Development services.-Operation of Community Bank	StationeriesFacilitatorsTransport (fuel)Refreshment	1,600,000/=
	Develop method for the project  implementation  ad monitoring of progress Loan disbursment and repayment gress	StationeriesFacilitatorsTransport (fuel)Refreshment Credit kitCash booksLoan collection sheet.	274,500/=
	To conduct weekly loan collection and follow up		487,000/=
To enhance internal and external accountability of the resources used and the result obtained	Project monitoring management of Community Bank ad Enterprenuers  and business Development services	StationeryTransportHuman resourcesLoan monitoring sheet	956,000/=





4.3.3  Staffing Pattern
All group operations are done by its members on voluntary basis (no salaries are paid to leaders). Costs on essential services are met through members’ contributions. Project management depend  on its management commitee as described in a group constitution, chairperson, 2 key holders, and accountant selected by the group members. To accomplish project goal, the project workly closely with VICCOBA Cordinator,  For consultation and sipervision for the year, MCEDStudent, Growth project , SIDO and DCDO in areas of financial savings, entrepreneurship skills, and loan management to facilitate group capacity building.

4.3.4 Project Budget.






Table 18   :  Tumaini VICCOBA Group  budget
S/N	Description	Unity	Qty	Cost	Total Amount	Responsible person
1.	Community Awaress Creation					CED  Student .
	Flip chart	1 piece	1	13,000/=	13,000	
	Reams paperr	Piece 	1	10,500	10,500	




2.	Stakeholders Meeting	CED studentTumaini VICCOBA Group
	Food and refreshment 	20 person 	1	10,000	200,000	
	Flip chart	1 piece	1	13,000/=	13,000	
	Reams paperr	Piece 	1	10,500	10,500	
	Photocopy and printing of teaching material	pieces	33	1,000	33,000	
	Sub Total				253,000	




	Daily Substance  allowance	1 facilitator	16	35,000	520,000	
	Reams Paper	Pices	1	10,500	10,500	






	Food and refreshement	Personel 35	16	2500	1,400,000	
	Sub–Total                                                                                                  3,299,500	










	Pen ,pencil and rules	lampsum			50,000	
	Sub total				487,000	
5.	Project Monitoring  and evaluation	Allowance 4	Trip 8	30,000	960,000	GROW  ProjectMusoma DC,SIDODisrtict VICCOBA Cord, CED Student








4.5  Project Implimentantion.
Succesfuly project implimentation much depending on stakeholders commitment on provision of time,human resource, technical advice ,financial , material resources and moral, project implimentation staring by early  July 2014. Project  implimentation done in participatory way through involving  stakeholders from various sectors, from project formulation, operation  and supervision which  aimed  at enabling  SEs to increase abilities in business operation, accessing market, mobilizaing saving, technological advancement  and enterprenuership skills and changing  mindset .

4.5.1 Project Implementation Report
The project implementation started  on June  2014 as it is shown the project implementation plan (Table 13); The project implimented by  Tumaini VICCOBA group in collaboration with village leaders, Growth- Project , SIDO, Musoma DC and CED Student  in participatory approach way  local people are fully involved at every stage of implementation ensures project sustainability on the side of management and creativity.  The activities were executed sequentially which facilitated the effective realization of the set objectives.

Awareness creation meeting were conducted followed by establishment of saving group, 30 people  decide to initiated the project, followed by capacity building training concern with  Establishment and  Operation  of Community Bank were done for 35 people. The groups established village social funds aiming at supporting vulnerable children, wedding  and burial ceremony.  Every member collected 1000 Tshs in every week. Also the team coordinated capacity building on loan management among group members. Capacity building sessions created enabling environment group members to run the Community Bank. 

The members established group constitutions they agreed to meet on weekly bases , to collect shares from every individual members. The groups set minimum shares of 5 each share with a value of 1000Tshs.  Registration and opening of bank account, after the group being formed, members decided to register it officially by and opening up the bank account. Training manual were prepared ready for training. These manual were entrepreneurship education training manual and business planning operation and management, Monitoring of implimentation group activity were done according to the monitoring plan.
. 
4.5.1.2   Project  Achievement
Initially the project intended to operate with women only. However, in the course of project implementation several people in the village attracted  with the project particulary men. Tumaini VICCOBA Group village have total capital of 10,000,000/= Tshs.  Training on operation and managemet of Community Bank  and  business planning enable member to select and manage IGAs profitably . Member manage to save money  and get loans,  are both owners and customer of the bank, they manage all  bank operation at village level , leadership skills improved. 

Enterprenuership skills  enable Tumaini VICCOBA Group member to select appropriate Income Generating Activities for their family , develop business plans, and increase business managment techniques. Now they  have skills  and knowledge on proper allocation and utilization of resources used in running business, control of fund generated from the business improved. Project member increase access of capital for business start up/expansion, health and education services and mutual support in time of difficults. The interests /earned on loans  605,000/= Tshs,  distributed to 20 borrowers.

Table 19   :  Financial  Reports from July 2014 to June 2015
S/N	Description	Unit 
01.	Number of savings groups established	1 
02.	Number of people joined the groups	30 
03.	Value of share	1000/=
04.	Number of shares collected (average shares)	8,000/=
05.	Values of shares collected (average values)	8,000,000/=
06.	Number of women accessed loan	35
07.	Amount of money borrowed	6,050,000/=
09.	Amount for social funds	1,400,000/=
10.	Amount of interest  	605,000/=
11.	Value of social fund 	1000/=
12	Amount of penalties	100,000/=
13.	Amount of cash in hand	10,000,000/=

4.5.1.3 Project Implementation Challenges 
Challenges which emerged during the project implimentation are :- lack of reliable source of fund ,some members took loan for home consumption instead of capital investment ,and have no any investment apart from agricultural activities which done seasonally . This may cause a failure for repaying back  loan. Beneficiaries were encouraged to take affordable loan for future investment rather than for direct consumption.







4.5.2    Project Implimentation Ghant Chart 
Table 20    :   Project implimentation Ghant Chart

Purpose	 Planned Activities	Output	Input	Months	Responsible Persons
				J	J	0	S	0	N	D	J	F	M	A	M	
To Seek financial and non financial supporty from  potential Stakeholder on project implimentation	Identification of potential stakeholders of the project	Commitment of stakeholder on implementation (fund,material support	StationeryVenue.TransportHuman resource													CED Student Tumaini Viccoba Group
	To conduct 1 stakeholder meeting  to seek their commitment.															
To sensitize community on formation of saving and credit Association	Conducting Sensitization  meeting  on importance and establishment of Community Bank	2  meeting to be conducted-Formation of Saving and credit Association. 	Human resourcesStationaryTranportVenue													CED students.Tumaini VICCOBA Group GROW- Project
To equip the 30  SMEs at Kabegi village with knowledge and skills on business plan, operation and management	- Conducting Training need Assesment.- preparation of training mannual- Preparation of training logistic, venue, hand out and timetable- Capacity building training  on management and operation of organization.	Fuilfillment of trainees needs and expectation  Proper allocation of human and non human resouse .Strengthened of Entrepreneurs mind set (improved skills, abilities and business knowledge	Cash booksStationeryPefreshmentTransportyVenuesHuman resources 													CED studentsVICCOBA Cord,Tumaini VICCOBA groupSIDOGROW- ProjectMusoma DC
To  enable SEs to increase access to loan, technolgical advance , market and manage their IGAs proffitability.	-Capacity bulding training on management of Community Bank ad Enterprenuers  and business Development services-Operation of Community Bank	Collection of saving, microcredit and shares.	StationeryCredit kitHuman resourcesVenue													CED studentsVICCOBA Cord,SIDOGROW- Project
	Develop method for the project  implementation  ad monitoring of progress	Smooth project operation	StationeryVenueCredit kitHuman resources													Tumaini VICCOBA Group
	.Loan disbursment and repayment 	Expansion capital for start up and operational 														
	To conduct weekly loan collection and follow up	Timely loan disbursement of loan and  repayment														
		IGAs  of 30 SMEs promoted.														
To enhance internal and external accountability of the resources used and the result obtained 	Project monitoring 	Identification of challenges sucess  and possible  interviation														CED studentsVICCOBA Cord,  SIDOGROW- ProjectTumaini VICCOBA Group 








5.0 PROJECT PARTICIPATORY MONITORING, EVALUATION AND SUSTAINABILITY
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with project monitoring, evaluation and sustainability. Project monitoring were done for the purpose of learn from previous experience to increase practice and efficient in implementation of project activities to the future. 

Evaluation done to access systematically and objectively as possible, monitoring  enhance  internal and external accountability of the resources used and the result obtained , to take informed decision on the future , initiative and promote empowerment of the beneficiaries. PM&E involve all stakeholders to measure if the project attained its objectives over a certain period of time, to identify challenges of project implementation, success and plan for the future intervention.

Through participatory monitoring and evaluation all  Tumaini VICCOBA Group Stakeholders  become aware of project challenges  and come up with solutions and ultimately creates sense of ownership hence contribute  to the sustainability of project.Approch used for project monitoring was Results Based Participatory M&E (RBPM&E)it enable stakeholders to track progress on activities during the project implementation, and  determine effectiveness ,efficiency and relevance (does the project stimulate and support visible changes)
5.2 Participatory Monitoring
Different techniques used during project monitoring for gathering information on all aspects of the project though involving some members of the project and providing feedback to all project members. Finding shows that Project members have low capacity to use collected shares and loans to investments on other sectors like carpentry, welding, tailoring and food processing. Due to low knowledge and skill on production, poor technology, poor infrastructure’s and limited markets, In order to facilitate more investment  on different economic intervention , they decide to seek more supports (material, capacity building) from different donors to sustain their saving to increase knowledge and skill on small scale industries.

Project monitoring focus on the impact  trainings  done to CBO Member ,skilled gained, accessing credit and production capacity . According to the monitoring reports training increase skills and knowledge to project members, positively change their mind set on running business enterprises, increase their abilities on business planning , operation and management, also increase  saving capacity and reducing dependence from friend, relatives , government,  reduction malnutrition status ,increase participation of community in economic activity and household income.

Participatory monitoring compile reports from individuals at the end of each week, monthly and quarterly, focus on the performance indicators ,to access whether the project at different stages of the project is going on right stages toward attainments of its objectives as they appears on logical framework as a basis for monitoring. Project monitoring carried into participatory manner by involving different stakeholder’s though doing frequent follow up on site visit, reviewing different project  reports, observation and key informant interview.

Picture 3:  MCED student during monitoring  of Tumaini VICCOBA group activities.
5.2.1   Monitoring of Information System
Is a system designed to collect and report information on a project and project activities that enable a project manager to plan, monitor and evaluate the operations and performance of the project. Monitoring of information System done for the purpose of collect and report information concerned with project activities. As a  data base for recording relevant information to activities that were planned in a  specific period,  information such as number of group members (female, male ) human resources, material, financial resources this information enable the project manager to plan, implement, monitor, evaluate and report project operations. 
MIS developed during the project implementation plan by involving project stakeholders with a purpose of track project performance based on collection sheet and loan monitoring  sheet this will be used to record weekly collection, monthly and quarterly meetings minutes , to access participations of community, trend of shares, saving, and micro-insurances .Obtaining all these information help the project manager to plan, monitor, evaluate and report project operations easily.
 
5.2.2 Participatory Monitoring Methods.
During the project monitoring different methods, techniques’ used to acquire information on the project progress such as documentation, focus group discussions and  observation.

5.2.2.1 Key Informant Interview 
Key informant, interviewing done to the village Council Leaders, CBOs committee to measure, success, challenges of the project implementation and intervention to be done to improve performance  and to enhance project sustainability.

5.1.2.2 Observation 
Observation done by the CED Student and other projects Stakeholder, through household visit, field visit on their business enterprises to access if there is any changes gained to a project member after engaging into a project , application of entrepreneurship skill and knowledge ,also identifying deviation. During training session observation was done to monitor participation of the trainees, numbers of participant, and understanding on different topic.
5.2.2.3 Documentary Review




5.1.3 Participator Monitoring Plan
Table 21  :   Project Monitoring Plan
Activity 	Indicators 	Methods of Data collection	Responsible Person	Plan time	Actual Implementation time
1.Identification of Potential stakeholders.	No of communities participated in stakeholder meetingsNo of group and public meeting conducted.No of communities participated in aweness meetings.	Documentary Review 	MCED Students VEO	11-20  June 2014 	30June – 10 July 2014
2. Formation of Saving and credit Association.	No of SMEs trainedNo of cell group establishedNo of people registered in Group 	Observation Focus Group discussion.	MCED StudentVICCOBA CordinatorGrowth ProjectSMEs	15-30 July 2014	10-25 July 2014
3.Capacity building training  on management and operation  organization.	Types of  training Conducted.Training Material/mannualProject BudgetNo of facilitatior	Documentary ReviewInterviewing 	MCED StudentVICCOBA CordinatorGrowth ProjectSIDOTumaini VICCOBA  Group	1-15Aug 2014	2-17 August 2014
4.Capacity building training on Business Development services.	Types of  training Conducted.Training Material/mannualProject BudgetNo of facilitatior	QuestionnaireObservation 		1-15 Sept 2015	2 – 16 Sept 2015
5.Collection saving, micro insurance and shares 	Total amount of saving collected and disbursment	Documentary ReviewInterviewing 		Sept 17- 31 Dec  2014	Sept 17- Dec 31 2014
6.Loan disbursment and repayment 	No of people receive and repay laon Total amount of saving and collected.	Documentary Review.Field visitObservation 	MCED StudentVICCOBA CordinatorGrowth ProjectSIDO	1 Jan 2015- 31 June 2015	1 Jan 201531 June 2015




5.3   Participation  Evaluation
Projectevaluation will be done tentatively after one year of the project operations, will center on technical aspects, such as the capacity inherent in training module and group structure and procedures, to achieve the goals, overall management and coordination; assess the impacts the project has had on  in term of material, financial  behahavious ,ability , knowledge and skills.
5.3.1 Performance Indicators









Table 22   :  Performance Indicators.
Purpose	Activities	Output	Inputs	Performance indicators 
To Seek financial and non financial supporty from  potential Stakeholder on project implimentation.	-Identification of potential stakeholders of the project-To conduct 1 stakeholder meeting  to seek their commitment.To  develop project plan.	Commitment of stakeholder on implementation (fund,material support,)	FinanceStationeryVenue.TransportHuman resource	No of stakeholder identified Amount/types of support committed by stakeholders. Meeting MinutesNo of meeting conducted -List of participants
To sensitize community on formstion of Saving and credit Association	Conducting Sensitization  meeting  on aweness creation on the importance of Community Bank	Village and Focus Group meeting conducted Formation of Saving and credit Association. 		Meeting minutesNo of SMEs mobilized.List of participants
To equip the 30  SMEs at Kabegi village with knowledge and skills on business plan, operation and management	- Conducting Training need Assesment.- preparation of training mannual- Preparation of training logistic, venue, hand out and timetable- Capacity building training  on management and operation of organization ,Enterprenuers  and business Development services.	Fuilfillment of trainees needs and expectation  Proper allocation of human and non human resouse .Strengthened of Entrepreneurs mind set (improved skills, abilities and business knowledge	Cash booksStationeryPefreshmentTransportyVenuesHuman resources 	List of development partners and supporting the projectNo of SMEs trainedAvailability of training materials
To  enable SEs to increase access to loan, technolgical advance , market and manage their IGAs proffitability	- Capacity building training  on management and operation of organization ,Enterprenuers  and business Development services.Operation of Community Bank.	 Collection of saving, microcredit and shares.Smoothly Project operation. SMEs having access to credit at low cost.	StationeryCredit kitHuman resourcesVenue	List of Tools/ Equipments received fund received from stakeholders 
	.Loan disbursement and repayment 	Expansion capital for start up and operational		List of entrepreneur  member training 
		Expansion capital for start up and operational 		Number of Evaluation conducted and List of participants
	To conduct weekly loan collection and follow up	Timely loan disbursement of loan and  repayment	StationeryStationeryCredit kitHumanVenue	Meeting Minutes.No of people receive and repay laon Total amount of saving and collected..
To enhance internal and external accountability of the resources used and the result obtained	Project monitoring	Identification of challenges sucess  and possible  interviation	StationeryHuman resourcesTransporty	Number of meeting conducted.Number of training conducted.Number of People receive and repay loan.





5.3.2 Participatory Evaluation Methods
5.3.2.1 Formative Evaluation
Formative evaluation will  done  after 12 months of the project implementation  based on number of active members, percentage increase of each group capital  base, number of meeting, number  of the people received and repaid loan,  number of new income generation formed a, number of expanded income generation activities this will be done after completion round one of the project  implementation, in order to assess the success of the project, through documentary review, questionnaire, interview and observation.

5.3.2.1 Summative Evaluation 
Summative evaluation will be done after 2 year of the project implementation to access its impact . The impact assessment  will look at the social economic change to the lives of the group members .Indicators to be accessed include  number of children go to schools,  number of household improved,  number of new assets acquired, percentage of family members access proper medical care and percentage decrease of malnourished family members. Summative evaluation will be done through administering questionnaire to the organization committee, Observation of their IGAs and focus group discussion with Tumaini  VICCOBA Group. Information collected will focus on the social-economic changes after the Community Bank intervention to the SEs by documentary review, questionnaire, interview and observation .

5.3.3 Project Evaluation Summary .




Table 23   :   Project Evaluation Summary
Purpose	Performance indicators 	Target/Expected Output	Achievement to date 
To Seek financial and non financial supporty from  potential Stakeholder on project implimentation.	No of stakeholder identified Amount/types of support committed by stakeholders. No of meeting conducted -List of participants	Commitment of stakeholder on implementation (fund,material support,)	4 stakeholders provided financial and material support for project operation.
To sensitize community on formartion and establishing of Saving and Credit Association	No sensitization meeting conductedMeeting minutesNo of SEs mobilized.List of participants	Village and Focus Group meeting conducted Formation of Saving and credit Association. 	Formation and Establishement of Tumaini VICCOBA Group 
To equip the 30  SMEs at Kabegi village with knowledge and skills on establishing of  Saving and Credit Association,business plan, operation and management	List of development partners and supporting the projectNo of SMEs trainedAvailability of training materials	Fuilfillment of trainees needs and expectation  Proper allocation of human and non human resouse .Strengthened of Entrepreneurs mind set (improved skills, abilities and business knowledge	35 people equiped with knowledge and skills on establishing of  Saving and Credit Association and business plan, operation and management
To  enable SEs to increase access to loan, technolgical advance , market and manage their IGAs proffitability 	List of Tools/ Equipments received fund received from stakeholders No of training conductedTotal amount of saving and shares collected	Collection of saving, microcredit and shares.Oparation of Community Bank30 SEs access credit at lower cost	Total  saving, share an micro insurance  collected from july 2014 to June 2015 Tshs 10,000,000/=operation of TUMAINI VICCOBA  Group20 Tumaini VICCOBA members access credit.
	Proportional of monetary saving and Business proffit	Expansion capital for start up and operational	10 members expant their business, 5 start new business,
	Percentage increase of business proffit	IGAs  of 30 SMEs promoted.	IGAs of 15 Ses pmomoted




5.4   Project Suistanabilitry
Tumaini VICCOBAGroup  will maintain its operation , services and benefits during its projected life time, becouse the organization  is the formation of SMEs who have volunter organized together with a common interest and known each other well. Group operated in transpancy manner , have commited leader, members are well knowledgable on operation and  management of Community Bank. They are active participated on organization actitivities and invested much on saving , shares and micro insurance. Tumaini VICCOBA operated  in minimum cost,it is  easily intergrated to other development inititiatives and gives better result  within a short period of time. Loan interest rate is very minimal, procedure and condition of accesing  loan is friendly to loaner.Suistanability analyisis (social , financial and economic a) was done during project design to based on relevance, acceptability, economic and financial viability, environment suistanability, implimentaition  and monitoring  strategies as well as operation and maintainance.To ensure sustainability of the project relevancy test done to access the relationship between the proposed action and interventions that have been ranked by the community. 

5.4.1   Political Sustainability
The proposed project is directly supporting the Tanzania microfinance enterprises Policy,  National Employment policy 2008 and the Nation Strategy for growth and Reduction of Poverty II.  The project is acceptable by the community, local representative and other stakeholders. the project have benefit to the whole Kabegi people, hence will increasing availability of goods  and services, capital expansion  to the borrower, product quality, improve per capital income, reduction of crimes event and  malnutrition. 

5.4.2 Institutional Sustainability
The  Project is most likely to be sustainable since human resource (CBO members, community members, government officers, and extension staff and other stakeholders) are available for  project implementation. Essentially the materials required as inputs are produced by the beneficiaries themselves. Other material input are in place that once depreciate replacement is within the project’s capacity, Tumaini VICCOBA  Group has operation and maintenance plan this ensure sustainability operation of the project.

Training to CBO members on  operation and management of Community bank,  Entrepreneurship skill, business planning and management will contribute to project sustainability since they are sure of profit making and employment. The community participation in identifying, designing, planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the project is the key issue that creates sense of ownership that leads to sustainability of the project.

5.4.3  Financial sustainability

















6.0   CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
6.1 Introduction
This chapter gives a summary  of the Tumaini VICCOBA Group  Kabegi village , Briefly explain the whole project cycles from  identification, project preparation, implementation , monitoring, evaluation  and sustainability.  However the chapter carried project conclusion and recommendation to enable project stakeholders, decision maker, policy makers and other development partners to get necessary information about the project and to come up with possible intervention and concrete suggestion for project improvement.

6.2  Conclusion
The  project focus toward attainment of National Strategies for Growth and Reduction of Poverty , by reflecting  National Microfinance Policy.Findings from CNA  revealed that SMEs at Kabegi villages are still trapped into Income and Non-income poverty ,which prohibit them from living decent life. Study revealed many under exploited opportunities within the community which could generate income and jobs for the poor who current engaged in the informal economy. 

6.2.1 Participatory Assesment
Lack of inadequate financial insitution to facilitate access of credit, particulary in a rural area is a constraints for development of  rural enterprenuers , hence most of SMEs  failure to meet MFIs criteria dueto difficult procedure and regulation concerning with loan disbursment, poor knowledge and skills to SMEs contribute significantly poor economic performance of house hold income at Kabegi villages.

In order to to make significant contribution  to the social and economic development , deliberate efforty  has to be done to increase knowledge and skills on interprenuership so as to change their min set positively toward business operation, to increase access of credit with low cost through Community Bank, to improve  knowledge  and skills, production capacity and access to the market.

6.2.2 Litereture Review Finding 
Literature reviews shows that Most of SMEs particularly in rural area owning few assets, they are poor, have little access to credit, majority of them depends on agriculture as a major means of production, have inadequate knowledge and skills on improved agriculture production, are either own no land or own land not worth owning.  Different publication, reports and document shows need to increase access of finance for business operation and Business Development Services to overcome the constraints encountered by SMEs. Despiteof several ongoing reform schemes aimed at strengthening SMEs services providers such as SIDO, VETA, NMB, SLEP and other support organization.

6.2.3 Implementation of the project 
CAN  finding and lit erature review come up different strategies to alleviate the prevailing situation by SEs at Kabegi. SEs decided to establish Community Managed Saving and Credit Association by inviting efforty from different stakeholder , the project established for the purpose of reduction of poverty through increasing knowledge and skills ,access to capital  for business start up and expansion.Establishment of  Community bank enable  30 SEs to access credit with low cost, to pay school fees for their children, and meet family needs like food . clothes and shelters , expansion of business.

Village Community Bank  proven to be the source of capital for business operation, for many poor people in rular an urban to encourage saving culture , which is sacrifices of a certain expenditure for some time, but in the future saving enable the borrower to access loan , 3 times amount saving and reduces the depended from donors, government , friends and relative.

6.2.4 Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation 
Monitoring result revealed that accessing of credit to Tumaini VICCOBA  increase capital for  business expansion, recording of financial transaction improved , entrepreneurship  skills increase SEs capacity in business plan operation and management .Through participatory monitoring and evaluation all  Tumaini VICCOBA Stakeholders  become aware of project challenges  and come up with solutions and ultimately creates sense of ownership hence contribute  to the sustainability of project. Credit and Managed Saving and Credit institutional intervention greatly enhance economic strength and eventually breaks the vicious cycle of low income-low savings-low investments, for which most Africans and Tanzanians are acknowledged will be option since have low interest ,




Before closing the first round of the project ,Its best for a group members  to  review formula for profit calculations and interest, micro-insurance, constitutions  for resignation members  and for those who wish to remain o the group so as to improve future  project performances. The guarantor form should be improve to incorporate what type of asset the loaner declares as security , cell group should be  carefully to select group guarantee member to insure security of  loan, and to stabilize repayment on time. The group should make follow up  to ascertain  asserts declared by members(furniture, land)  which can be taken to recover the loan in case of one of failure to repay loan on time. 

SEs  has to change behavior  toward business operation and management, build trust to the community by providing quality services and product. To build trust to Microfinance Institutions  to enable them to access great loan for their economic development. The group should registered to the relevant source to get legal recognition and  access the Government and other development partners services. Group members required to operate the organization   transparency, equal gender balance and equity treatment , and strictly follow up their constitution, rules and regulation of operating Village bank.

ii)	To the Government 
Government has to support SEs through capacity building trainings, technical support, and financial support. The government  has to consolidate democratization process  including rule of law , capacity building training to  Business Development Services, regulating license’s procedures , streamlined beaurocracy  and protect the right of individual in owning property. 

Government  has  to fostering the development of SEs through  targeted educational  programs, through primary and secondary education, vocational training, higher education, lifelong training  to boost the attractiveness of entrepreneurships and endowment the population with the entrepreneurial mindset. To foster collaboration between key actor through appropriate incentive by entrusting universing and other companies like IPP MEDIA (wazo bunifu la kibiashara) to promoting youth  talents , exchange talents among SEs, researches  and incorporate cooperation between /relationship between Community Bank, SACCOS and MFIs.Providing enabling infrastructures especial to fostering SMEs, abilities on business operation, production and market search and put more emphasis on training, saving accumulation , active participation and capital formation techniques .

Governments has to recognized the contribution community bank  in reducing  and empowering disadvantaged groups. specific emphasis on promotion of Small and Medium, supporting existing and new promotion institutions, simplification of taxation, licensing and registration of SMEs and improve access to financial services.

iii)	Policy Makers.
Policies makers should ensure a business environment conducive to SEs on enterprise creation in which innovative young firms have scope to expand rapidly once they have established themselves requires a broad range of mutually reinforcing and supportive policies. These include sound fiscal and monetary policies, which are essential to provide basis for a stable macroeconomic environment. Supporting market linkages and addressing gender and environment issues strategies for implementing , creating enabling framework, developing the Financial and Non-financial services and putting in place supportive institution structures ,the policies makers has the responsibility of putting in place the requisite infrastructural facilities which will provide a basic support for the growth of the sector. 

6.6  To Development Partners.
Development Partners should increase collaboration between the community, government and promote participation.  By supporting existing and promote promoting new Institutions to enable t participation of women, youth, ad people with disability to take parties in economic activities . The priority is given to resources-based enterprises, particularly activities that add value to agricultural products.
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Questionnaire for Small Enterprenuers                
Dear respondent,
The questionnaire below intend to get views on  community social economic development, your views will be great important hence contribute to community development.
Note: You information  given will be kept confidentiality.
1. Please answer all questions
 2. cycle the code that apply
1.0 Description of Respondent 
   1.1   Sex:  
a)    Male
b)   Female    
   1.2    Age:      
i.	15-25   
ii.	26-35      
iii.	36-45        
iv.	46+ 










2. Do you have saving and borrowing experience?
     a) Yes
     b) No






f)	Mama lishe/baba lishe 
g)	 Others





iv.	No any business skills 





4. Does you monthly income satisfactory?
a.  Yes
      b. No
5.0	 Dou you have any support from public/private Institutions? 
a)	Yes
b)	No
5.1.If the answer is yes ,what kind of support you get? 
a)	financial
b)	Material (raw materials, tools)
c)	capacity building training
d)	Others…………………………………………………
6. What are the major  enterprises challenges  cycle the code that apply ,if more than one sources pleas ranking them starting from 1 as the highest sources 
a)	Poor technology
b)	Inadequate capital
c)	Low level of education 
d)	Family ties
e)	Stiff competition
f)	Lack of access to loan 
g)	Others
What you think is a major solution to tackle problem?
a)	Capacity building trainings
b)	Loan from Microfinance Institution
c)	Financial support 






GUIDELINE QUESTIONS FOR FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIOONS DATE OF 
INTERVIEW     …. ../10/2014             PLACE  OF INTERVIEW……………………..
1. Name of the CBO…………………………………………………………………..
1. How many members of  Group……………… Male………… Female………….
2. When started? ( Year)
3. Is the CBO registered?
4. Who financed the CBO during the take off?
5. What is the  overall goal?
6. What are the income activities being undertaken  by CBO  ?
7.  Are the income generating activities undertaken profitable?
8. What are the challenges facing your business?
9. Have the CBO members received any training on business under takings or technical knowledge related to the group activities.









Guideline Interview Questions for Cooperative Officer, Community Development Officer  ,Agriculture Officer and Village Executive Officer.
Please answer all Questions
Date of Interview……………………Place of Interview……………………..
1.What is your name……………………………………………………………..
2. What’s  your job occupation…………………………………………………..
3. Is there any program me which support the Small Enterprises at Kurukerege Village?
4. If the answer is yes , What kind of support? 
5. How many Community Based Organization dealing with income generating activities?
6. Do you think the income from the established business is adequate?
7.What are the other potential economic projects in the community?
8. What are the challenges faced by entrepreneurs in running their enterprises?
9. What measures do the Musoma DC and other Stakeholders take to support the CBO entrepreneurial operations.










This training  manual  is for building entrepreneurships and  business skills. The focus of the training material and session is for building entrepreneurships  skills, person development ,business development  to  Tumaini VICCOBA Group at Kabegi village. 
This training manual aim at increase skills and knowledge to entrepreneurs’, to increase efficiency in business operation as a key element of sustainable  development. Training materials will  build confidence, create problem solving abilities ,opportunities seeking ,motivate progress, strengthening entrepreneurial mind set and foster a desire to achieve and inspire action  also create wide participate on  economic, social and health benefit. Training materials and sessions will present basic business skills to start and maintain abusiness, helping participants manage business risk, to identifying business opportunities and utilize,   approach their venture with confidence and enthusiasm. 
A well hand out on the training topic will be provided at the end of each training session to enable to participant to read more detail on topic concern , review and increase understanding .The core component of the training will be assignment to be done outside the training will be  bridge to business skills building  on the business plan preparation .  At the end of each day the trainer will give the trainee assignment , the assignment to assist in applying training material and guide  them in developing business plan of their own  business.

Training  will  developing entrepreneurs mind set and  increases the  effectiveness of the business operation , increase the productivity,  a strong capability to plan and manage  enterprises, the acquisition of knowledge, and the development of motivation and attitude. 
During training session different methods and techniques ( role pray, demonstration, brainstorming ,discussion, questionnaires, assignment) will be used in  order to make the class very interesting and to increase understanding . Training will be conducted within a five days
2.0   TRAINING OBJECTIVES:
To increase knowledge and skill on Entrepreneurship so as improves performance knowledge and skill on business undertaking, raises morale, increases effectiveness of the organization, and the productivity of the business.
2.1  Specific Objectives
	Impart knowledge of marketing goods.
	To build necessary skills and knowledge concerning Entrepreneurships
	Impart knowledge on how to start business, running business and establish new business (creativity).
	To enable participant understanding the 5ps (place, promotion, pricing, people and placement) of marketing and their importance in increasing the volume of sales.
	Trainees to acquire an entrepreneurial mindset and the knowledge to set up a small business.
3.0     RELEVANCE OF TRAINING
Empowering young people on business planning and operations skills   and engage in a productive livelihood not only helps them escape the trap of poverty, but also enables them to Become active contributors in the economic and social activity of their community.
1.	The training material and sessions will be present basic business skills on how to start and maintain business and helping participants to manage business risks and approach their ventures  with confidence and enthusiasm.
2.	Training will  help entrepreneurs to get new ideas  on  how to improve their business , increase  production, increase accessing a more profitable market as well as quality improve.
3.	Entrepreneurial skills will help them to acquire the mindset and know-how necessary to make self-employment a viable career option.
4.	Training will enable youth increase knowledge and skills on entrepreneurship in order to  satisfy the demand for those services  while carving out profitable carees for themselves and  participate effectively in income generating activities.
5.	 Training will helps to improve quality, customer satisfaction, productivity, morale, management succession, business development and profitability.
6.	 It enable the trainee to identify opportunities , analysing and utilize in  more profible way  and facilitate proper utilization of idle resources
7.	It will enable trainees to eimprove effective and efficiently in production, distribution and consumption of goods and services.
4.0 TARGETED TRAINEES
Targeted trainees are Tumaini VICCOBA Members ,  female and male from Kabegi village, Training  will be announced to the community, interested candidates should be invited to apply. The objective of the application is to reinforce the seriousness of the Enterprenuer  skills training and to underscore the commitment expected from the participants.  Expected trainee who those dealing with  income generating activities  on the informal sectors , most of them operate their business locally ,not legal recognized, most of them operate their business enterprises individually others operate in groups.
5.0     TRAINING TOPIC
Proposed topic in order to ills the training objectives and the  skills and knowledge needs for  trainees
5.1 Topic 1:  
       -    What is enterprises
-	What is entrepreneurships
-	Quality of  entrepreneurial
-	How quality of Entrepreneurial help entrepreneur to success
-	How to build Entrepreneur culture
-	








5.3   Topic 3:  Business record keeping
-	What is Business  Recording Keeping 
-	Types of business records
-	Types of costs of the business
-	preparation of cash flow and  income statement 
-	Sources of capital to finance the business

5.5   Topic 5: Business environment
-	What is  environment
-	What is  business environment
-	What are  internal and external environment that affect either positively or negatively the business development

5.5   Topic 4: Business plan 
-	What is a business plan
-	Importance of business plan
-	Quality of good business plan
-	How to prepare business plan





6.0   TRAINING TECHNIQUES AND METHODOLOGY
Training is the process of acquiring the knowledge, skills, and attitude that are needed to fillgap between what people want to do, and what they are able to do now. During the training sessions different methods will be used such as Role pray, Demonstration, Lecturing, Discussion, Case study, Questions, and Brainstorming . Materials and facilitation tool will be employed during the training session training:- flip chart,pens, note books, projectors, manila cards,  and hand for every topic.
The training methods and technique will enhance effectively participatoryof trainees, training will be done by using Ice break, Simple swahililanguage , local language  with vividly   examples. Participant encourage to reflect on topic ,to share  their experience  and what they think,  Early distribution of training materials,  Participants will be encouraged to work on activities as commitment personal  ,recognized ,thanks and congratulate participants constantly .
At the end of the training each trainee will be able to develop their own business plan, during the training sessions trainers will  guide trainees  on  various stage of developing  commercial ideas, from identifying a community need for a product or service to acquiring resources, organizing a workplace and marketing the product or service and finally preparing a business 
plan.
 At each step, the  trainees is encouraged to discover how his or her skills may be utilized to caterto a need in the community. While encouraging independent thought, creativity and initiative, 
7.0   DETAILED TWO SAMPLES OF THE TRAINING SESSIONS (LECTURES)
Lecture 1: Entrepreneurship and how to build entrepreneur  Culture
The  trainee will be introduced to the  concept of entrepreneur, qualities of entrepreneur, differences between entrepreneur and manager,  how to build entrepreneurs culture ,  this will be done through group works. 
Participant will be asked to read two case study given between  Samira  and  Koku and identify   five  general enterprising tendencies  among each other of these stories.
1stCase Study 
There was a young woman named Samira who lived a long way been a drought and the family harvest was poor. She looked around and decided she could make more money if she made 
school uniforms. At the time, they could only be bought in town, and after you added the cost of transportation, the uniforms were expensive. If Samira made them in the village, they would be cheaper, and everyone would buy them. So she sold a cow, and bought a sewing machine, cloth and thread, and paid someone to deliver these to her home. It wasn’t until they were delivered to her compound that she realized, she didn’t know how to use the machine, or to cut a uniform! For two years the machine and the material sat in the room. Not one uniform had been made.
There was a lady who lived in a village.Source: Institute of International Education Inc (2009)
2nd :  Case Study 
Kaku owned a sewing Machine, She thought she would like to start a tailoring business, but wasn’t sure what she wanted to make. So she went into town and visited all the shops to see what they were selling, and for how much. She decided every one needed, at some time, school uniforms. She looked at them carefully, and thought she would beable to make uniforms of the same quality, for perhaps a little lower price, than those available in town. 
Because she was just starting her business, she decided it would be best if she worked at home. Then she wouldn’t have to pay rent. But if she did that, how would people know she was in business? So, she made a sample uniform, and took it with her when she visited the local school. She showed it to the headmaster, told him she was going into business, and asked him to tell the parents about her. She did the same thing at her mosque, asking the imam to recommend her work to his members. And Kaku told all her friends about what she planned to do. Lastly, she looked around for someone who might be able to help her if her business was successful. She 
would run the business on her own to start with, because that would save her paying a salary, but she hoped very soon she could afford help, and she would need a friendly person who would be good with the customer  to help her.Source:Institute of International Education Inc (2009)
Lecture 2: Business environment
Participant  will be given role pray to perform , the after performance the trainee will be  asked question and discussing on the performed role pray .
Role-play:  
Two trainees will act one as business person and another  as customer  .
Conversation between a customer and a business person . The client should describe his or her needs, which may or may not be satisfied by the product. The businessperson should clearly describe the product or service and its uses, 
Discussion on the role pray
	Explain how the product can be adapted to suit the client’s needs.
	Which arguments were convincing?
	Which arguments were not convincing?
	 How can I communicate more clearly?
    Source :Unesco 2006
Group work and Presentation 
Participant  will be given  questions/ task to perfom in a group ,  and present ,discussing, sharing ideas, with challenges, then  lecture with short presentation will make  clear understanding  so as to remove inconvenience of some issues, this method and approaches enable to enhance participants level of understanding.
Trainees will be asked the following questions in order to understand the gap knowledge  exist , 
1.What kind of businesss they operate.
2. Where did you get fund for the project
3. Why did you choose the project
4. What are the challenges you faced in getting your business started?
 5. Challenges you are facing now, as your business is established? 
6.  What is the number of employees and number of people benefiting from your income? 
7. Is there anything you wished you had done differently? Or what would you have wished that 
     someone had trained you on before starting your business?
 8. How did you market your business?
 9.  What are the benefits of having your own business
10. Why do you consider your business successfully?

7.0 CONCLUSION 
Apart from  above training methods and techniques, trainer will be very flexible in using training techiniques and methodology to enhance clear understanding to all participant , due to the fact that  training will consist people of different  perception, knowledge, skills  and experience,  During the training session the trainee will encourage everyone to  participate in sharing  ideas, information, Everyone has to respect other  ideas.
The this training manual  will  helps a person to grow, in ability, skills, tolerance, commitment, initiative, inter-personal skills, understanding, self-control, motivation it improves performance, raises morale




